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the pains and tribulations of 4 cherished toys Toys, like children, occasionally get hurt, and

Helen Cooper shall we readers understand how they think while it occurs during this fascinating
publication of 4 stories. Tim's favourite playthings are a teddy bear, a filled frog, a duck on
wheels, and a piggy bank, and every of them has a trauma to endure. undergo inadvertently
leads to the showering machine. Frog loses all his stuffing one night. Duck has a bit a crash, as
does Pig, who is knocked off his shelf. yet every one toy recovers from his harm and is not any
much less enjoyed through Tim, even if, in a few cases, they give the Toy Tales impression of
being a bit worse for wear. This beneficiant photo book, cozily illustrated by means of Helen
Cooper, continues a rhythmic storytelling speed Toy Tales via all 80 pages, and should be
significant to any baby who is ever damaged a toy (is there one that hasn't?).
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